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Annual Report of Quetta Electric Supply Company Ltd.

(QESCO) for the year 2015-16 has been prepared for

submission to the Government of Pakistan and other

stake holders. The report gives a comprehensive picture of

in hand activities of the Company with regard to provision

of un-interrupted power supply to the bonafide

consumers, besides addressing public complaints in

Balochistan Province.

QESCO Management has been pleased to place on record

its appreciation of the services rendered by its Engineers,

Officers, and staff to achieve the targeted progress

relating to power supply to all consumers despite of all

difficulties.

QESCO Management also deeply appreciates the close

cooperation and help given by Federal Government,

Provincial Government, Asian Development Bank (ADB).

Syed Ahmer Ali

Company Secretary, QESCO
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The Public Relations Section of Quetta Electric Supply Company Ltd. (QESCO)

feels pleasure in presenting the Company's Annual Report for the year 2015-16.

Undoubtedly, the Company has made credible progress in improving Electricity

Supply in Balochistan Province during the financial year 2015-16.

Authenticity and reliability of accounts has been the corner stone in

documenting the annual performance of the Company by pen-picturing its

achievements.

In view of the wide scope of this Report we have tried to limit the readable as far

as possible to give precise and factual text to produce a comprehensive and a

valuable document for the benefit of the policy-makers, the researchers and all

those associated with the relevant fields. Valued comments of the beneficiaries

and readers in general are the best gauge to assess the degree of success in

accomplishing the objectives of presenting this Report.

And now, let us turn the pages and take a closer look at QESCO as a Company

which is working with full dedication for smooth power supply in order to improve

the quality of life for its consumers and provide the basic means for their

progress.

We hope this Annual Report will provide the readers with an opportunity to have a

closer look at QESCO`s achievements and its problems. We honestly feel that

there is always room for improvement. The readers are requested to send us

their valuable suggestions for improving the format and the contents of the

Report in future and will be gratefully welcomed and acknowledged.

Muhammad Afzal Baloch

Deputy Manager (PR)

QESCO

FOREWORD
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To make power sector of Balochistan customer friendly, efficient, able
and responsive in meeting the electric energy requirements of domestic,
agriculture, commercial and industrial customers and move to an energy
sufficient model from the current energy deficient scenario on commercially
viable and sustainable basis.

Province
VISION

To provide un-interrupted electricity to the customers with the help of devoted
workmanship.

MISSION

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Be a self reliant and independent entity
Be a good corporate citizen
Expand infrastructure to commensurate the consumer growth
Provide stable and reliable electricity
Institute surveillance system to curb theft/illegal activities
Provide efficient customer services to ensure consumer satisfaction
To keep the line losses within permissible limits
To ensure 100% recovery
Motivate employees
Provide training and development
Do efficient material management

OBJECTIVES

l

l

l

l

Open door policy for all
Tackle all problems upfront
Merit, Justice, Fair play is the hallmark
Transparency in all fields and accountability of everyone

MANAGEMENT PHILOSOPHY

OUR COMMITMENT
l

l

l

l

Improve customer satisfaction
Reduce line losses
Increase revenue generation
Improve performance standards
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Message from the
Chairman Board of Directors
On behalf of the Board of Directors, I feel pleasure that Quetta Electric
Supply Company Limited (QESCO) is presenting its Annual Report for
the year 2015-16 and Audited Financial Statements for the same
year. I would like to take this opportunity to express the gratitude and
appreciation to the Management, employees, contractors and
suppliers who actively took part in Company's image building and
reputation among the consumers.

QESCO continued its efforts to organize capabilities as per the
statutory obligations during the year and also in the process of
developing a Geographic Information System (GIS) which will
schematically represent the entire distribution network of the company.

It is encouraging that the Company has achieved commendable progress and also shown marked
improvement with special emphasis on

a) Reduction in Transmission and Transformation Losses as per target set by NEPRA
b) Strengthening of Transmission and Distribution Networks.
c) Registered & brought into billing cycle the un-registered (illegal) tube well connections.
d) work on 2x132KV Double Circuit Transmission Lines Loralia-Qta and Khuzdar-Mastung is

under progress

I take this opportunity to commend the Company's achievements on System Augmentation work and
properly handling the challenging task of Load Management during the year despite system
constraints, shortage of power and non conducive law & order situation in the province. No doubt
commissioning of 220KV Mega Projects by NTDC formation have not only enhanced system
capability but also improved voltage profiles in QESCO's jurisdiction.

I would like to thank my fellow Board members for their active participation and contribution in the
decision making and in the process of guiding and directing the company's management and
employees for their contributions and efforts, our esteemed customers, contractors and suppliers
without whose support the company could not have achieved this remarkable performance.

I am sure that under the rich experience and coordination of the Chief Executive Officer along with
other team will make all out efforts to improve Company's Image and also commitments in achieving
the targets set therein & hope that the Company shall prosper further in days ahead. I congratulate the
management and workforce of QESCO for their dedicated efforts to make year 2015-16 successful for
the Company despite heaps of adversaries.

Mir Abdul Khaliq Baloch
Chairman, Board of Directors`
QESCO.
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It is my privilege to apprise that after de-centralization of WAPDA
in 1998, Quetta Electric Supply Company (QESCO) took over
business of all liabilities, assets, properties etc from formal Area
Electricity Board Quetta and started working and dealing `with
power supply system in whole Balochistan except District
Lasbela. It is smallest in terms of customers, but largest as it
covers 43% area of the country. QESCO is endeavoring to ensure
un-interrupted power supply to its consumers despite of variety
of challenges.

Due to far flung areas, rigged terrain, scattered population, worst
law & order situation besides system constraints & power

shortage, QESCO is making all out efforts to ensure continuity of power supply to its valued
customers through better load management.

220KV Dadu-Khuzdar & D.G Khan-Loralai Transmission Lines have been commissioned during
June and August 2014 respectively.These two Mega Projects are definitely playing a vital role in
overcoming electricity deficit in the province. For further power dispersal work on 2x132KV Double
Cicruit Transmission Lines Khuzdar-Mastung & Loralai-Quetta Industiral-II is in full swing &
expected to be completed by the end of June 2017.

In order to mitigate load shedding and low voltage problems in Jaffarabad, Naseerabad and Jhal
Magsi Districts which is being fed electricity from Sukkur Electric Power Company (SEPCO),
National Transmission & Dispatch Company (NTDC) formation planned construction of
220/132KV Grid Station at Dera Murad Jamali on directives of Hon'able Prime Minister of Pakistan.
Accordingly QESCO has also started up-gradation of existing 66KV networks into 132KV in Dera
Murad Jamali and will start the work in Rojhan Jamali, Jhal Magsi and Usta Muhammad Districts
in second phase.

In Mekran, Power Supply has since been enhanced from 35 to 70 Megawatt, and in future import of
100MW via 230KV Polan (Iran) to Gawadar (Pakistan) transmission line interlink has also been which
will not only with meet future electricity demand but also boost up development activities in this area
and Gawadar City Mega Project in Pakistan, which will play a vital role in economic growth of country.

Moreover, for reducing load shedding as well as to with meet future load demand various projects
are under execution / consideration, particularly interlinking of isolated Mekran network with
National Grid System, also an integrated plan for generation, transmission and distribution in
accordance with the Vision 2025 mainly focusing China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) has
been prepared. 3 x 132KV Grid Stations Ormara, Deep sea Port Gwadar & Jiwani along with allied
Transmission Lines, and 2 x 132KV Grid Stations along with allied transmission lines at Down town
Gwadar & Singhar Housing Scheme Gwadar have also been proposed.

Message from the
Chief Executive Officer
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In view of the above described facts and figures it is hoped that QESCO will be succeeded in striving
to make Power Sector of Province stronger, self reliant more efficient and responsive to meet the
energy requirements of Domestic, Agriculture as well as the Industrial Sectors. The company is
aiming to establish an energy efficient model moving from the current energy deficient to energy
excess scenario by adopting commercially viable and sustainable trends which will definitely
prove that dream of converting Gwadar City as one of the advance technological city in the world,
come true.

In the end, I pay gratitude to the Board of Directors, the Management and staff of the Company
whose sincere efforts, commitment over the past year made it possible to achieve the targets and
hope the same spirit during the next year to achieve the goals and targets set therein for the
prosperity of the Company.

Engr. Rehmat Ullah Baloch
Chief Executive Officer
QESCO
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Human Resource Committee

Risk Management Committee

Audit Committee

Procurement Committee

Syed Sharafuddin Chairman
Mirwais Khan Achakzai Member
Mir Kabeer Ahmed Member
Chief Executive Officer Member
Mr. Rai Omer Poonegar Member

Mir Kabeer Ahmed Chairman
Mr. Rai Omer Poonegar Member
Chief Executive Officer Member
Syed Sharafuddin Member
Mirwais Khan Achakzai Member

Mirwais Khan Achakzai Chairman
Mir Kabeer Ahmed Member
Mr. Rai Omer Poonegar Member
Syed Sharafuddin Member

Mr. Rai Omer Poonegar Chairman
Chief Executive Officer Member
Syed Sharafuddin Member
Mirwais Khan Achakzai Member
Mir Kabeer Ahmed Member

BOARD COMMITTEES
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STATISTICAL DATA

QUANTITATIVE DATA
Various results are summarized as under in quantitative form to analyze the performance of

the company.

OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW
In order to apprise the Honorable Shareholders the summarized results of operational

efficiency are narrated as below:

OPERATING PROFITS / (LOSSES)

Domestic

Commercial

Industrial

Bulk Supply

Agri T/Well

Public Lights

Others

Total

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

CATEGORY

YEAR

YEAR

CONSUMER

6/2016

Billing, Tariff Differential

(Rs. In Millions)
% AGE

OPERATING PROFIT / LOSS (RS. IN MILLION)

SALE RATE (RS. / Kwh) SALES VALUE (RS. IN MILLION)

432262

108797

3754

244

31504

251

4

576816

9,726.294

1,641.501

1,618.801

1411.316

49,229.294

46.967

0.789

63,67.962

15.3

2.6

2.5

2.2

77.3

0.1

--

--

(5,331.890)

(10,859.842)

(11,257.48)

(11,257.48)

(33,549.53)

(32,697.15)

10.9

11.6

12.74

12.15

12.75

15.06

43,939.224

47,255.756

46,957.204

47,698.541

50,924.35

63,674.96
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SALE PATTERN
The consumption of units decreased during the Financial Year under review and conversely it

shifted downward due to the effect of load shedding and rampant sabotage activities on

220/132KV Transmission Lines. Circle wise overall sale and billing pattern is as under:-

CIRCLES
2015-16 2015-16 2015-162014-15 2014-15 2014-15

CONSUMPTION

% VAR

REVENUE BILLED
(RS IN MILLION)

AVERAGE SALE RATE
(RUPEES)

CENTRAL

LORALAI

KHUZDAR

SIBI

MEKRAN

PISHIN

QESCO

% VAR

925.42

677.67

1306.41

423.99

231.44

654.86

4219.80

919.85

684.12

1174.14

343.27

223.04

649.38

3993.79

0.60

-0.95

10.13

19.04

3.63

0.84

5.36

12304.12

8778.45

17273.22

5609.25

3027.75

8346.66

55339.45

14597.94

11213.02

19331.02

5787.65

3703.00

10533.33

65166.18

-18.64

-27.73

-11.91

-3.18

-22.30

-26.20

-17.76

13.30

12.95

13.22

13.23

13.08

12.75

13.11

15.87

16.39

16.46

16.86

16.60

16.22

16.32

Consumption pattern for the year 2015-16 as compared with previous financial year is as under:-

The T & D and Distribution losses recorded during the year under review are given below:-

CONSUMPTION PATTERN

T & D LOSSES

CATEGORY
CONSUMPTION

2015 - 16

%AGE OF
CONSUMPTION

2015 - 16

DOMESTIC

COMMERCIAL

INDUSTRIAL

AGRI

FEDERAL GOVT.

PROVINCIAL GOVT.

TOTAL

CONSUMPTION
2014 - 15

%AGE OF
CONSUMPTION

2014 - 15

478.85

102.93

125.85

3146.51

119.64

246.02

4219.80

11.35

2.44

2.98

74.56

2.84

5.83

---

488.42

98.20

129.39

2955.24

111.89

210.66

3993.80

12.23

2.46

3.24

74.00

2.80

5.27

---

2015 - 16 2015 - 16

23.8 22.3

0 0

10 10

20 20

30 30

2014 - 15 2014 - 15

23.9 23.3

DISTRIBUTION LOSSEST & D LOSSES
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DOM COM IND AGRI FED GOVT PROV GOVT

73.88

18.65

1.48
0.59

5.06

0.35

CATEGORY WISE % AGE  OF CONSUMERS

CATEGORY WISE % AGE OF ASSESSMENT

DOM COM IND AGRI FED GOVT PROV GOVT

75.89

3.46

3.74

8.54

3.10

5.27

CATEGORY WISE % AGE OF CONSUMPTION

DOM COM IND AGRI FED GOVT PROV GOVT

74.57

2.98

2.44

11.35
2.84

5.83

DOM COM IND AGRI FED GOVT PROV GOVT

CATEGORY WISE % AGE OF PAYMENT

4.91

14.36 5.28

8.29

4.96

62.28
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YEAR WISE UNITS SOLD IN MKWH

3650
2011 - 12 2012 - 13 2013 - 14

3700

3750

3800

3850

3900

3950

4000

4050

4100

4150

4200

4250

4086

3811

3744.41

3993

2015 - 162014 - 15

4220

YEAR WISE UNITS PURCHASED IN MKWH

2011 - 12 2012 - 13 2013 - 14
4800

4900

5000

5100

5200

5300

5400

5500

5600

5162

4929
4956.4

5185

2015 - 162014 - 15

5546

CATEGORY WISE % AGE OF RECEIVABLES

DOM COM IND AGRI FED GOVT PROV GOVT

90.81

0.20

2.94

0.13

0.47

5.45
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DIRECTORS' REPORT
Quetta Electric Supply Company Ltd. (QESCO) Board of Director`s have pleasure in presenting

its Annual Report for the year 2015-16 on the performance/operation of the company together

with the Audited Financial Statements.

Quetta Electric Supply Company Ltd. (QESCO) was incorporated as a public limited entity under

Companies Ordinance, 1984, on May 13, 1998 and commenced its business from 1st July 1998

as a result of Pakistan Water and Power Development Authority (WAPDA) Corporatization and

Commercialization process. Its former Electricity Area Board (AEB) was transformed into

Company and QESCO took over the business of Assets and liabilities of WAPDA. However,

Distribution Companies (DISCOs) at present are under the Administrative control of

Government of Pakistan Ministry of Water & Power Islamabad.

The restructuring of QESCO not only created many new positions in the company's structure,

but also added new reporting levels under the Chief Executive Officer (CEO). Restructuring

process was initiated and culminated in order to have self-sufficiency of all utility related skills

and manpower.

Area 43% of the country

Districts given electricity 31

No of Consumers 586180

No of 220KV Grid Stations 04

No of 132KV Grid Stations 65

No of 66KV Grid Stations 09

No of 11KV Feeders 605

Distribution of Transformers 54863

MVA Capacity of 66 & 132KV Grid Stations 2894

MVA Capacity of 220KV Grid Stations 1780

Total Length of Transmission of Distribution System

132 KV 4596.14

66 KV 502.13

33 KV 985

11 KV 35063

THE COMPANY:

COMPANY'S PROFILE
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TERRITORY/AREA OF OPERATION
QESCO's jurisdiction covers approximately 347,190 Sq Kilometer. More than 55% population of

the province has been facilitated with electricity in far flung areas from existing network. It is

smallest in terms of customers but largest as it covers 43% area of the country. QESCO is

endeavoring to ensure un-interrupted Electricity to its consumers despite of variety of

challenges. QESCO is looking after lengthy and expended 11KV Network (28834KM) 74x Grid

Stations & 6500Km Transmission Lines. Upto Wadh in southern side and Zhob in the North,

Barkhan in North East, Nasirabad in South-West and entire Mekran Region Grid Network comes

under the jurisdiction of QESCO. Its service territory covers 31 Districts viz Quetta, Pishin,

Q/Abdullah, Sibi, Ziarat, Sherani, Harnai Dera Bugti, Kohlu, Zhob, Loralai, Qillah Saifullah, Musa

Khail, Barkhan, Naseer Abad, Jhal Magsi, Jaffarabad, Shobatpur, Bolan, Kalat, Khuzdar, Mastung,

Kharan, Awaran , Chaghi, Noshki, Washuk, Kech (Turbat), Gawadar, Panjgoor, less Lasbela.

The Company is getting power supply from a 220KV NTDC radial Transmission Line Guddu-

Uch-Sibi-Qta-Ind, 220KV Dadu-Khuzdar, DG-Loralai and 132/66KV Lines at various locations

namely 132KV Sakhi Sarwar - Rakhni (MEPCO), 132KV Thull - Sohbat Pur (SEPCO), 66KV

Jaccobabad - Dera Murad Jamali and Shahdad Kot-Gandakha-Usta Muhammad, 132/33KV

Kashmore-Sui/Dera Bugti (SEPCO), 2x IPPs i.e. Uch & Habib Ullah Coastal Power Company

(HCPC) having safe drawl of about 850-900MW against demand of 1670MW of 64xGrid

Stations (excluding Mekran) supplying power in 28 Districts of the Province while some portion

of the southern part of Balochistan province except Lasbela, which is connected to the Power

Network of K Electric.

Moreover, the Mekran Grid Network System comprising of 08 Nos. Grid Stations located at

Mand, Tump, Turbat, Pasni, Gawadar, Gawadar Industrial, Hoshab, and Panjgoor is not

connected with National Grid System and is being fed electricity from 132KV Transmission

Line Jackigor (Iran) - Mand (Pakistan) as per agreement between Pakistan and Iran during

2003 initially of 35MW & then enhanced to 70MW during February 2012 and Power Stations are

also located at Pasni and Panjgoor as a standby sources.

The company is responsible for operating and maintaining 132/66 KV Transmission and Grid

System as well as 11/0.4KV Distribution Network. In addition, QESCO also maintains and

operates some of 33KV lines in the System.

To address the issue of forced load shedding, Smart/AMR meters have been installed on almost

all the incoming and outgoing feeders at all Grid Stations under jurisdiction of QESCO. PDC has

on-line access and display of data for real time monitoring and control of the distribution

system. For this purpose, QESCO has constructed a new building at the headquarter office. This

system has provided real time data on demand, supply and load shedding. It will greatly improve

load management and QESCO will be able to provide more power to those areas where payment

status is quite satisfactory, besides eliminating forced load shedding and ensure equitable load

shedding which will be a big relief for the valued customers.
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT

OVER ALL PROGRESS

The Company's Financial results are summarized below: -

(Rupees in Million)

2015-16

Profit (Loss) for the year (without 31,233.437

depreciation, differential cost and financial charges).

Depreciation 1,979.007

Financial Charges 1,391.401

Profit / (Loss) for the year

The reason for huge loss is that, Management has to provide Rs. 45 billion against receivable,

as the issue of subsidy allowed to Agri. Consumers and pertaining to intervening period is

still unresolved.

Different targets set for the year have significantly been achieved as mentioned below.

The targets and achievements for different categories of new connections for the year

are as under: -

34,607.845

i. New Connections

ii. Recovery

iii. Village Electrification

The recovery is less than the target i.e. 72% against 100% (target given by NEPRA) due to

deteriorated law and order situation in the province. Further non-payment culture of

Agriculture Consumers.

Achievements for village electrification under different programmes are as under:

DOMESTIC OTHERSCOMMERCIAL T/W TOTALINDUSTRIAL

Targets

Achievements

W. S.

10,000

8,733

3,500

2,820

100

65

50

31

0

146

10

3

13,600

11,798

Provincial PSDP

C. M. Package

GoB Funded

MDGC

Total:

Programme No. of Villages Received Villages Completed

1464

87

332

98

1981

138

26

28

-

192
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iv. System Augmentation Programme (SAP)

The year witnessed the implementation of system Augmentation programme

effectively. The progress achieved against targets presents very encouraging figure as

compared to previous years.

Following is the overview of the progress.

v. Secondary Transmission Lines and Grid Stations (6th STG)

Transmission Lines

vi. GIS Mappring

vii. Human Resource Training.

Following works have been executed during the year 2015 - 16.

Grid Stations Expenditures in Million.

New Grid Stations 02 Nos 46.50

132 KV Transmission Lines 70 KM 263.50

At present the Planning & Engineering Directorate working on GIS mapping system to

convert all HT / LT network under the domain of QESCO on GIS mapping system, in this

regard the team of Planning Directorate is working in far flung area despite of the fact of

limited resources i-e Quetta, Qila Abdullah, Ziarat, Pishin, Sibi, and Naseerabad Districts

to complete the task in an efficient manner. 122 Nos feeders converted on GIS mapping

up to Jan 2017, using Arc-GIS software with comprehensive detail of whole feeder, the

most of the feeders are also analyzed on SynerGEE software for technical losses and

future planning. The progress of GIS mapping is under way.

956 Persons of different categories of employees were trained during the year as per

their job requirements.

The budget utilization for SAP works is as under: -

Targets

Achievement

HTF Feeders HT Lines LT Lines

20 Nos.

07 Nos.

300 KM

127 KM

14 KM

0.3 KM

DOP

ELR

TOTAL

Budget Allocated Expenditure Balance

Rs. in Million

200

350

550

6

33

39

194

317

511
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viii NEPRA Tariff

ix Boards Meeting

x Auditors

xi. Acknowledgment

On behalf of the Board

Engr. REHMATULLAH BALOCH

NEPRA determined Tariff Petition filed by the Company during the Financial Year 2015-

16, however NEPRA also consider the impact of fuel price on monthly basis in company's

tariff. The actual average sale rate for the year was Rs.15.06/kWh.

Five  Board  meetings  were  conducted  during  the  financial  year  2015  -16  and  the

following Directors were attended the meeting:

1. Mr. Abdul Khalique Baloch 04 Meetings

2. Syed Sharaf-ud-Din 05 Meetings

3. Rai Umar Pooneger 05 Meetings

4. Mir Kabir Ahmad 03 Meetings

5. Mir Wais Khan Achakazai 05 Meetings

6. Mr. Omer Rasool 01 Meeting

7. Chief Executive Officer 05 Meetings

M/S Riaz Ahmed, Chartered Accountants, was appointed as auditors of the Company

for the next financial year 2016-17.

The Board is pleased to place on its record its appreciation for the valuable services

rendered by the management and staff members at all levels.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

QESCO
Dated 6th February 2017
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Management Information System (MIS)

INTRODUCTION

FUNCTIONS OF COMPUTER CENTRE

ACHIEVEMENTS

WAPDA is one of the pioneer organization using mainframe computers in Pakistan and is

committed to improve its operating efficiency by using information Technology. Ever since

the installation of first computer in 1968, WAPDA Computer Centre has been progressing by

leaps and bound. Up till Now WAPDA has established more than 23 Computer Centers, in

different locations all over the country.

Computer Centre at Quetta, was established in 1992 to cater for the automated billing needs

of AEB Quetta with local offices as well head office is at times very difficult task due to tribal

setup and illiteracy. The upward trend in revenue collection on completion of

computerization is in fact due to timely processing of accurate bills and other reports.

This organization is target oriented, working round the clock to achieve optimum result.

QESCO Computer Centre, is dedicated to provide fully computerized information to support

higher management in decision-making. In this present-day corporatized scenario the

responsibilities of DISCO's Computer Centre, have increased manifold. They now have to

perform multiple assignments in addition to their traditional job of billing.

Following services are being provided in addition to prime responsibility of in time and

accurate Electricity billing.

MIS provide management reports (MIS) to CEO QESCO and CEO (PITC) Computer Centre,

HQ. Different management reports are being provided to Chief Executive QESCO like

Statistics of Line losses, Sub-Division & Divison wise performance Monitoring, Statistics of

Agriculture customers, Govt Customers Statistical data in addition to normal reports /

special reports developed by PCC HQ. Accounting reports for Finance Director QESCO

Quetta and Subsidy data for the ministry and Provincial Govt. Different type of customer

information provided to the various Federal Deptt: and to others as their requirements

likewise billing collections, PTV fee, Income Tax and General Sale Tax etc.

To assist Inventory Control Directorate in preparation of stock reports. Personnel computers

were installed in the three Stores i.e Regional Stores Quetta : Field Stores Loralai & Sibi using

software developed in Fox-Pro. The Data is consolidated at Computer Centre, and different

management reports are processed and printed using main computer.

QESCO installed computers in almost all the sections of QESCO HQs. This has indeed

improved the performance of these sections. QESCO Computer Centre, is providing

technical support to CEO QESCO in acquiring Computer Hardware and software. QESCO

Computer Centre, working together with NADRA to provide payment facility through KIOSK
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machines for last 3 years.

Recently QESCO struck an agreement with UBL in order to provide online payment facility to

its Customer and the process became completely functional on 1st of October 2009. QESCO

has also recommended them to provide payment facility using other advanced modes like

SMS(short messaging service) , Debit card etc. which they have also commenced to

facilitate QESCO users as much as we can.

QESCO Computer Centre, is providing Online solutions like Online bill Calculation, bill printing,

Theft reporting Connection Form Downloading Latest News Posting, Tender posting,

loadsheding Schedules etc through website.

QESCO Computer Centre, is also providing both Software and Hardware solutions to various

QESCO offices, including PC Software installations like PC bill Antivirus, Spy wares in order to

keep their PC clean to enhance performance, and also advice them regarding new tools and

Platforms.

In today's world staying online is very important, QCC has realized this fact and provide fast

intermit service to all Officer's at Head Quarter level.

Another recent initiative that has been undertaken by QESCO MIS is initiation of Meter

Reading through Android Mobiles throughout the QESCO. Besides MOWP interest, the main

objective behind is bringing effectiveness and efficiency in meter reading system. In this

regards a Mobile App has been introduced by CEO PITC for recording the consumption and

taking the snap of the Meter's Dial. Printing of MR picture on consumer bills resulting in to

reduction of wrong meter reading complaints. The MIS QESCO has implemented the MMRS

with meticulous effort. Installed PCs printers and provided Mobiles to all the staff of Sub-

divisions. QESCO officers and staff visited all areas of the province for capacity building of

field staff and officers. The hard-work and deliverance of MIS QESCO has brought QESCO's

mobile accuracy above 60% and is still monitoring and rendering out the field offices for

obstacles immerging during implementation of MMRS.

On the requirement of MOWP to have an online management information system containing

daily, monthly and permanent information regarding Sub-Div. Division, Circle and Company-

Wise performance of DISCOs. MIS QESCO has introduced dashboard named “DISCO's

Efficiency Monitoring System” developed by CEO PITC Lahore. This facilitation is providing

following features to Ministry and QESCO:

A single click access to the overall progress of company.

Daily and monthly progress (%age) of individual company and overall.

Monthly and progressive T&D, Distribution and AT&C Losses.

Data comparison (current month, previous month, last year current month).

MOBILE METER READING SYSTEM

BILLING DASHBOARDS

l

l

l

l
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LOAD MANAGEMENT DASHBOARD

CONSUMER PROFILE

FUTURE PLANS

Projected billing amount of a month.

Target setting and achievement.

Age wise status of meters .

Mobile meter reading installation.

Due Date wise billing and collection .

As per requirement given by Ministry of Water & Power, PITC has developed Feeder wise

Load Management Dashboard for all DISCO(s). This provides Ministry and other authorities

facility to monitor and analyze load management activity as per given schedule. With its

enhanced graphical analytics, this dashboard makes management to quickly analyze

efficiency and transparency of activities of feeders. This facilitation is providing following

features to Ministry and the Company:

A single click access to the overall load management analysis of the Company.

Daily and monthly data analysis individual Company and overall.

Data comparison (current month, previous month).

Pi Charts to compare load schedding with actual plan.

Specified category of feeders e.g. Industrial etc. analysis.

Added feature of PDF reports to print and submit to authority

A consumer profile is a way of describing a consumer categorically so that they can be rightly

used for company profits and benfits. QESCO has recently introduced with the support of

CEO PITC Lahore a Consumer Profile System. The system possesses all QESCO Consumers

information along with a track record of last five years all information regarding billing

payment etc. The access to all officers of QESCO has been provided driven by usernames

and passwords. This facility has given an enormous privilege to the field offices for tracking

all type of information regarding history of billing, payment etc. of a consumer.

To date data processing has been confined to main computers only without sharing of

information. Future lies in distributed processing. Data & information . sharing for good

governance. It is the need of hour to correct existing databases, which is strong enough to

handle large amount of data and secured enough to be shared online. QCC have prepared

these plans keeping in view the existing IT setup & typical environment of QESCO i.e.

scattered areas and long distances involved which is the main hindrance in transfer of

information.

1. Setting up of internet:- To streamline and consolidate the present activities, it is

proposed to set up intranet within QESCO. This will help in prompt communication and

readily available information thus improving efficiency.

2. Software Transition :- For prompt data sharing. Applications Modules based on modern
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tools like ORALE and JAVA shall have to be developed in the first phase.

3. Billing at Division Sub Division level :- It will improve the operational & commercial

efficiency. As data entry data cleaning and bill printing will be done there, without the

hassles of physical traveling over the long distances , and will be consolidated at QESCO

Computer Centre, through FTP.

4. Accounting & Financial Information Systems :- it has been included to streamline the

financial structure and to use it as MIS tool for prompt decision-making .

5. Human resources information System:- It is a very important software application in

large organization like QESCO having aroud 6000 employees. The optimum utilization of

manpower resources ensures the efficiency of any organization and it is only possible if

human Resource information is readily available. We have made HR information system

and is on test phase within our limited resources.

6. Customer Services Information System :- It is a backbone for any commercial

organization like QESCO . It is very important that the customer's grievances be attended

not only promptly but also to their entire satisfaction. This is only possible with proper

managerial control , which becomes efficient with this MIS tool Customer Services

Complaint System and is available on website where Customer can post their

complaints which is further forwarded to Chief Engineer Customer Services by the CS

team.

7. Purchasing / Outsourcing of information Management System or inventory Control

System is already in the pipeline and to be rectified/amended in order to use it as MIS tool

for proper material forecasting and material management.

8. QESCO Computer Centre, is further planning to provide Quick MIS. Monthly reporting

through PC rather than VAX which used to take a lot of time and effort.

9. Monthly MIS reports QCC is also planning to put some important monthly report online in

website which can be checked by those who are concerned any where they want.

10. Bar Code Attendance System QCC is planning to Develop Bar Code attendance system

for monitoring of all employees coming in and going out.

QESCO MIS at the brink of starting a Complaint Management System and Centralized Call

Centre. The feasibility is being prepared.
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